
If there is no chance...
 

they need to

be invented

WE READ ABOUT A STUDY BY SCIENTISTS FROM

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, ACCORDING TO

WHICH ...

a person needs about 23 minutes to concentrate

on a task, put his thoughts together and immerse

himself in a topic.
 

Please take these 23 minutes and LOOK INTO our

reSOURCES to understand how to keep your

business  prosperous during and after

coronavirus.



 

Just as the COVID-19 virus harms the bodies of infected people, it will also stress

the B2B payment system.

 

Some enterprises have already experienced a sharp drop in activity - as a result,

they make and receive much less payments than before. Obvious examples

include hotel chains, airlines, and many other companies that are somehow

connected with the global tourism industry. This is part of the stress.

 

The consequence of this is that counterparty risk is much more important than

before.

 

In other words, the key question is: will there still be a business that will have to

pay to my business in 2-3 months?

 

In the world of payments, a related question is: what happens if my buyer /

supplier goes bankrupt?

 

Possible answers are:

 

 

                                                    

 

                      CREDIT RISK INSURANCE

 

 

 

We have already experienced several crises and they have shown that it is

precisely at such moments that insurance protection is triggered, which helps

our customers to stay afloat, and sometimes just save the business.

 

What you should pay attention to:

 

1). The closure of borders complicated the import and export of goods and

services, and this is an interrelated network of goods turnover. Such industries as

air, tourism, entertainment, sporting goods, HoReСa, etc., were almost paralysed.

 

In today's realities, even if you are still confident in your long-term partners, can

you also be sure of their customers?



 

2) Many buyers today ask to significantly increase the delay in payment, and if

there is an insurance policy, then this can be done by agreement with the

insurer quite simply, but if there is no protection, then all risks remain yours.

 

3) We are seeing an increase in turnover in some sectors (pharmaceutical) and a

sharp decline in others (HoReca). Both in the first and in the second case it is

necessary to have protection.

 

4) Of course, insurance companies are well aware that the risks have grown and

will continue to grow, they are ready to support their customers, as was the case

with large buyers in 2014-2015, but also if necessary insurance payments are also

ready to fulfill their obligations, as was the case with the bankruptcy of ROSTA,

Intertorg, Ulmart, Holiday and others.

 

5) Yes, we are seeing a decrease in coverage and a reduction in current limits,

insurance companies are reviewing their capacities, and are revising approaches

to risky industries. But for now, having even not a brilliant cover over your portfolio

is much better than not having one at all.

 

It is not in the interests of the insurer to bring the matter to a conflict of parties

and loss, on the contrary, the insurer will be a helper in the settlement of your

relations with the debtor.

 

6) If there is a devastating lack of coverage, we offer our clients the following:

 

- insuring the turnover with two or more insurers.

 

In this case, there are difficulties associated with the compatibility of policies of

different insurance companies, but we have managed to have this process well

adjusted, so don't worry, this is the work of an insurance broker.

 

The use of several types of collateral: insurance, factoring, bank guarantee.



                   

                     DEBT COLLECTION

 

 

Despite the fact that at first glance it may seem pointless to start collecting

debts at a time when it seems that everything is on standby, we recommend

that you do not lose time, as those who come first, are served first. It is important

to make sure that your partner, who is currently delaying payment, does not

forget about his obligations and is trying his best to find a solution to pay you off

as soon as he has the opportunity again.

 

Our help, depending on the circumstances of the case, may be:

 

1. Out of court (amicable) negotiations.

 

We strive to find a reasonable solution for both parties, the creditor and the

debtor, taking into account the current impact of COVID-19 on many enterprises.

Our main goal is for the debtor to begin the repayment as soon as possible, even

if these are small partial payments. Our approach to debtors is ethical, and we

are sympathetic to the current problems of debtors, but we are persistent and

we put the effort into achieving the necessary goal.

 

2. Debt collection through the court. 

 

It is still possible and recommended to start the trial right now, because, despite

the quarantine measures introduced worldwide, the courts are still accepting

new claims, and hearing are being scheduled. Moreover, since preparation for the

trial also takes some time, during which our legal team will prepare the lawsuit,

translate documents and perform other necessary actions, at present we do not

feel any delay in the due course of the events at all.

 

It also should be taken into consideration that after the quarantine measures are

called off, we may expect to see a significant increase in the number of court

cases, so it is important to be the first in the queue to have your case handled at

the earliest.



                   

                     CREDIT LIMIT ON YOUR BUYER

 

 

 

Rating report as a tool for a profound and up to date credit limit assessment.

 

As practice shows, the bankruptcy of the buyers, as a rule, entails financial

problems for the creditor company. Therefore, in turn, suppliers and credit

insurance companies are somewhat wary and often reduce or even cancel

limits due to this uncertainty and lack of most fresh information on the buyer.

 

All this can seriously hamper the activities of any operating company.

 

And here the rating report can provide just the necessary help.

 

What is a rating report? This is a detailed study of a company or group of

companies. It contains the standard information, such as: the history of the

company, registration information, data on the specifics of the business, data on

owners and management, the size of the business, information on the loans

and borrowings used, suppliers and buyers, negative information (if any) and

official financial statements, as well as the special information: turnover balance

sheet extracts from accounting program on certain accounts, a cross-check of

balance sheet indicators, especially for the coronavirus period (March-April),

analysis of the dynamics of financial indicators, checking the portfolio of

customers for bankruptcy probability (based on the results of 2019), checking

documentation (documents of ownership, contracts with customers and

suppliers, credit agreements, etc.) If possible, a visit is made to the company with

inspection and photographs. If it is impossible to perform a visit due to COVID

restrictions, the inspection is done remotely, with the additional condition of

making a follow-up visit after the COVID restrictions are lifted.

 

Based on the analysis of all gathered data, the credit recommendations are

given.



 

As the report contains current financial data, including most recent data for the

coronavirus period, verified by primary accounting records, it is a serious ground

for both the supplier and the insurance company to renew credit limits on

deferred payment deliveries. 

  

Thus, the rating report shows both the real current position of the company and

the nuances of its financial position. For large companies this is an opportunity to

show credit insurers their real capacities. For companies with a relatively weak

financial situation, but working in a group and having strong related companies,

this is an opportunity to increase the credit limit of the target companies under

the guarantees of related companies.

    

In any case, receiving a rating report on a buyer gives the credit insurance

companies additional opportunities and the ground for maintaining the credit

limit or even revising it to be increased.

 

 

                   Audit and inspection of finished goods before shipment.

                   Help in finding new sellers of goods. CHINA.

 

 
 

Due to restrictions on travel between countries, the inspection of goods and

audit of factories in China is a challenging issue. No less relevant is the problem

of finding new reliable partners, as well as their audit.

 

Our certified inspectors are ready to visit your seller's factory to conduct an

independent audit of the factory and / or inspection of the finished goods before

shipment to prevent quality issues. Based on the inspection results, you will

receive a detailed report, documenting the inspection and / or audit of the

factory, as well as information about the defects found, which will allow you to

control the work of your supplier and prevent the shipment of the defective

goods. If necessary, we can also conduct an examination of the goods in a

certified independent laboratory in China.

 

 

_______________________________________

IGK group • http://igk-group.com/


